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1 Door
Bottle Cooler

Specification

Model Number

Exterior Dimensions (WxDxH)

Number of Doors

Temperature Range (ºC)

Refrigerant

Number of Shelves

BoBottle Capacity

1 2 2 (Sliding)

600 x 500 x 900 900 x 500 x 900 1350 x 500 x 900

2 + Base 4 + Base 6 + Base

135 210 305

3

-1 to +10

R600 Hydrocarbon

PREM1-EC PREM2-EC PREM2-EC-SD PREM3-EC

LIST PRICE £352 + VAT £441 + VAT £441 + VAT £559+VAT

£352 BOTTLE COOLERS
+VAT

Description

The best just got better! The Premier is now part of the 
ECO-COOL range is our most energy efficient bar cooler to date 
– costing only 15p per day to run!

AAvailable in single, double (hinged and sliding) and treble door 
with a choice of colours (black or brown) the Premier 
ECO-COOL is tough, durable, energy efficient and packed full of 
features. It is easy to see why you can find these in many of the 
UK’s leading hotel, restaurant and pub chains.

Features

Aluminium interior
Fully adjustable chrome wire shelving
Metal shelf supports
Lock and key
Fully ventilated cooling
AutomAutomatic defrost
LED lighting
Hydrocarbon refrigerant
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2 Door
Bottle Cooler

Specification

Model Number

Exterior Dimensions (WxDxH)

Number of Doors

Temperature Range (ºC)

Refrigerant

Number of Shelves

BoBottle Capacity

1 2 2 (Sliding)

600 x 500 x 900 900 x 500 x 900 1350 x 500 x 900

2 + Base 4 + Base 6 + Base

135 210 305

3

-1 to +10

R600 Hydrocarbon

PREM1-EC PREM2-EC PREM2-EC-SD PREM3-EC

LIST PRICE £352 + VAT £441 + VAT £441 + VAT £559+VAT

£441 BOTTLE COOLERS
+VAT

Description

The best just got better! The Premier is now part of the 
ECO-COOL range is our most energy efficient bar cooler to date 
– costing only 15p per day to run!

AAvailable in single, double (hinged and sliding) and treble door 
with a choice of colours (black or brown) the Premier 
ECO-COOL is tough, durable, energy efficient and packed full of 
features. It is easy to see why you can find these in many of the 
UK’s leading hotel, restaurant and pub chains.

Features

Aluminium interior
Fully adjustable chrome wire shelving
Metal shelf supports
Lock and key
Fully ventilated cooling
AutomAutomatic defrost
LED lighting
Hydrocarbon refrigerant
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3 Door
Bottle Cooler

Specification

Model Number

Exterior Dimensions (WxDxH)

Number of Doors

Temperature Range (ºC)

Refrigerant

Number of Shelves

BoBottle Capacity

1 2 2 (Sliding)

600 x 500 x 900 900 x 500 x 900 1350 x 500 x 900

2 + Base 4 + Base 6 + Base

135 210 305

3

-1 to +10

R600 Hydrocarbon

PREM1-EC PREM2-EC PREM2-EC-SD PREM3-EC

LIST PRICE £352 + VAT £441 + VAT £441 + VAT £559+VAT

£559 BOTTLE COOLERS
+VAT

Description

The best just got better! The Premier is now part of the 
ECO-COOL range is our most energy efficient bar cooler to date 
– costing only 15p per day to run!

AAvailable in single, double (hinged and sliding) and treble door 
with a choice of colours (black or brown) the Premier 
ECO-COOL is tough, durable, energy efficient and packed full of 
features. It is easy to see why you can find these in many of the 
UK’s leading hotel, restaurant and pub chains.

Features

Aluminium interior
Fully adjustable chrome wire shelving
Metal shelf supports
Lock and key
Fully ventilated cooling
AutomAutomatic defrost
LED lighting
Hydrocarbon refrigerant


